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Experiential learning is at the heart of teaching programmes at the University of Luxembourg’s Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance. We place great emphasis on enabling our students to put knowledge into practice and to make the first steps in the professional world prior to graduation. This not only allows our students to better channel their career ambitions but also gives employers in Luxembourg a first glimpse at the talent we have to offer.

In this endeavour for a rich student experience we rely on the support of our esteemed partners who helped us provide more than 300 internship placements for our students in the 2017-2018 academic year. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all companies, institutions and organisations who have hosted our students. Your contribution to our study programmes is invaluable and we look forward to your continued support in future.

In this report you will find an overview of internship activities organised by the Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance as well as additional details about our study programmes and contact information should you wish to join our network of internship partners.

Katalin LIGETI
Dean – Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance
The Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance (FDEF) at the University of Luxembourg offers three Bachelor programmes, six Master programmes and six Masters of Laws (LL.M.) as well as several continuing education courses. It also includes the Doctoral School of Law and the Doctoral School in Economic and Finance. Around 2,500 from more than 90 different nationalities are enrolled at the Faculty. With an international team of researchers and academic staff, the Faculty is firmly connected with the Luxembourg financial centre, local industry and the European institutions, while also fostering a growing network of partner universities across the globe.

3 research units:
- Centre for Research in Economics and Management (including the Luxembourg Centre for Logistics and Supply Chain Management)
- Luxembourg School of Finance
- Research Unit in Law

Around 2,500 students from more than 90 different nationalities

58 professors and associate professors supported by teaching professionals and practitioners

3 funded chairs:
- ADA Chair in Financial Law (Inclusive Finance)
- ATOZ Chair for European and International Taxation
- SES Chair in Space, SatCom and Media Law

Member of the European Masters in Official Statistics (EMOS) Network

ISO-certified administration
OUR STUDY PROGRAMMES

Bachelor

- Bachelor en Gestion†
- Bachelor en Sciences Economiques et de Gestion†
- Bachelor en Droit†

Master

- Master in Accounting and Audit*†
- Master in Economics and Finance*†
- Master in Entrepreneurship and Innovation*†
- Master in Logistics and Supply Chain Management
- Master of Science in Banking and Finance*‡
- Master in Wealth Management*‡

Masters of Laws (LL.M.):

- Master in European Banking and Financial Law
- Master in European Economic and Financial Criminal Law†
- Master in European and International Tax Law
- Master in European Private Law†
- Master in European Union Law and Litigation†
- Master in Space, Communication and Media Law

* Accredited by FIBAA, an internationally-recognised agency for quality assurance and quality development in higher education.
† Study programme includes a mandatory or optional internship period during the final year of study.
‡ Study programme offered by the Luxembourg School of Finance – includes mandatory or optional internship period. Data not featured in this report.
FDEF STUDENTS (2017-2018)

UNI.LU STUDENTS (2017-2018)
OVERVIEW

Number of internships per academic year

- 2017-2018: 307
- 2016-2017: 281
- 2015-2016: 282
- 2014-2015: 273
- 2008-2009: 100

Number of internships offered by degree

- Bachelor en Droit: 95
- Master in European Union Law and Litigation (LL.M.): 34
- Master in European Economic and Financial Criminal Law: 29
- Master in European Private Law: 23
- Master in Space, Communication and Media Law: 24
- Bachelor en Science Economiques et de Gestion: 16
- Bachelor en Gestion: 11
- Master in Economics and Finance: 21
- Master in Accounting and Audit: 14
- Master in Entrepreneurship and Innovation: 11
MASTER IN EUROPEAN UNION LAW AND LITIGATION (LL.M.)

About the Master: The Master in European Union Law and Litigation (LL.M.) provides a thorough understanding of European Union law and its litigation system. With the academic year 2018-2019, the European Parliament has become an official partner of the Master which adds to the intense participation in the programme of judges, advocate generals and other officials of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) and the EFTA Court next to a selection of internationally renowned professors.

About the internship: Students complete a mandatory internship during their last semester of Master studies. Internship opportunities are offered at the Court of Justice of the European Union, the European Parliament’s legal service, the EFTA Court, EU institutions and bodies, law firms specialised in European law, permanent representations to the European Union or at legal departments of companies and administrations.

Duration of the internship: Minimum of two months, usually starting in April.

Number of internships allocated (spring semester 18): 24

Master in European Union Law and Litigation - Internships by activity
MASTEr In EUROPean ecOnomic And Financial crImInAL Law (LL/M.)

About the Master: The Master in European Economic and Financial Criminal Law (LL.M.) offers students a unique opportunity to explore the fast-growing field of European criminal law with a special emphasis on economic and financial criminal law. The programme provides students with an in-depth view into several key aspects of European criminal law, including regulation and enforcement within the EU, European criminal law and criminal procedure, corporate criminal law and compliance, and judicial cooperation and the European law enforcement agencies.

About the internship: Students complete a mandatory internship in their final semester of studies with a view to gaining experience in applying text-book knowledge to real-life situations. The internship is aimed at helping students gain insight into an area of their interest in preparation of their entry into the job market.

Duration of the internship: Minimum of eight weeks, usually starting in May; however both parties may agree to extend the placement period.

Number of internships allocated (spring semester 18): 23
MASTER IN EUROPEAN PRIVATE LAW (LL.M.)

About the Master: The Master in European Private Law (LL.M.) is among the most innovative Master programmes in EU law. It focuses on the Europeanisation of private law sectors, covering key issues and allowing students to understand how national legislation on private law will evolve in the future. Students are trained to evaluate legal issues in a unique way, encouraging analysis that goes beyond national jurisdictions in order to draw upon European legal sources, and to propose more innovative solutions.

About the internship: The Master offers the students the opportunity to do a three-month internship during their last semester. The internship is a perfect occasion for students to identify the kind of work or missions they would like to pursue by putting into practice the knowledge gained in class.

Duration of the internship: 12 weeks (480 working hours), usually starting in April

Number of internships allocated (spring semester 18): 14

Master in European Private Law - Internships by activity

- European Institutions: 42.8%
- Law firms: 21.4%
- Banking sector: 21.4%
- Public administration: 7.1%
- Service-sector companies (advisory, industrial, etc): 7.1%
MASTER IN SPACE, COMMUNICATION AND MEDIAL LAW (LL.M.)

**About the Master:** The Master in Space, Communication and Media Law (LL.M.) combines a range of courses on space law, international and European satellite communication law, media law, electronic communications and e-commerce law, intellectual property law, as well as data protection law. It covers these areas on international, European and national level. Over the course of the programme, students acquire complete expertise in the regulatory aspects of space, communication, ICT and media law within an exciting and developing field.

**About the internship:** For their final semester, students can choose between completing an internship in addition to a short Master thesis or writing a more comprehensive thesis. In finding their internship students benefit from a network of local partners, including global satellite operator SES, the national data protection authority (CNPD) as well as numerous e-commerce, telecommunications and internet companies.

**Duration of the internship:** Minimum of eight weeks, usually staring in March, with the option to extend the duration of the placement to a maximum of six months.

Number of internships allocated (spring semester 18): 16

---

**Master in Space, Communication and Media Law - Internships by activity**

- 50.0% Public administration and companies focused on space and media
- 37.5% Legal firms
- 12.5% Service-sector companies (space, media, communication, etc)
**BACHELOR EN SCIENCES ÉCONOMIQUES ET DE GESTION**

**About the Bachelor:** The Bachelor in Economics and Management (Bachelor en Sciences Économiques et de Gestion – BASEG) provides foundational knowledge of economics and management. The programme also introduces students to related and complementary disciplines, including politics, history, law and finance, with the aim of enhancing their awareness of different aspects of current economic issues.

**About the internship:** Starting the academic year 2017-2018 students enrolled in the Bachelor en Sciences Économiques et de Gestion are given the option to complete an internship during their second or third year of study.

**Duration of the internship:** Minimum of four weeks, usually starting in January or February

Number of internships allocated (to second and third-year students): **21**

---

**BASEG - Internships by activity**

- Banking sector: 57.1%
- Big Four and consulting company: 19.0%
- Insurance: 14.2%
- Service-sector companies: 9.5%
About the Bachelor: The Bachelor in Applied Management (Bachelor en Gestion – BPG) aims to train the next generation of managers, able to fit seamlessly into operations in the key sectors of Luxembourg’s economy, such as the banking sector, insurance, trust-based businesses, auditing, accounting services and corporate governance of major industrial and commercial companies as well as small and medium-sized enterprises.

About the internship: Students are required to complete a mandatory internship during their final year of study. The placement gives students the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the world of business and carry out tasks relating to management in the broader sense. Students must prepare a report on their placement and undergo a viva voce examination.

Duration of the internship: Minimum of 14 weeks, usually starting in mid-February, with a maximum duration of six months.

Number of internships allocated (spring semester 18): 95

- Banking sector
- Insurance
- Public administration and national company
- Service-sector companies
- Big Four
MASTER IN ACCOUNTING & AUDIT

About the Master: The Master in Accounting and Audit offers scientifically based in-depth knowledge of all specialist areas that are relevant to the field of accounting and auditing, without neglecting the practical relevance of teaching content or the preparation of candidates for the job market. Students completing the degree course acquire the expertise to solve practical problems on a scientifically sound basis.

About the internship: Students can choose to complete an internship during their second year of study, usually between their third and fourth semester, with the majority of students opting for a placement with an accounting or audit firm.

Duration of the internship: Minimum of eight weeks, usually starting mid-January

Number of internships allocated (between winter semester 17-18 and summer semester 18): 11

Master in Accounting and Audit - Internships by activity

- Big Four (KPMG Luxembourg, Deloitte Luxembourg, EY Luxembourg, PwC Luxembourg) 80%
- Service-sector companies (fund and corporate services, domain registration and aftermarket services) 20%

MAA internships by services sector

- Audit (for commerce and industry) 44.1%
- (Structured) finance 35.2%
- Corporate services 5.8%
- Assurance services 5.8%
MASTER IN ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

About the Master: The Master in Economics and Finance is aimed at students wishing to obtain a comprehensive and sound education in finance. The course highlights the largely complementary nature of theoretical analysis tools and their application in business. The goal of the course is to enable students to adapt to the rapid changes in the financial sector and to make them familiar with the tools derived from the latest research. In their second year, students choose between the Traditional Track and the Research Track.

About the internship: Students in the Traditional Track need to complete a mandatory internship during their final semester to gain practical experience in finance and business. The internship concludes the degree programme and is seen as a stepping stone into the professional world.

Duration of the internship: Minimum of 12 weeks, usually starting March, with a maximum duration of up to six months
Number of internships allocated (spring semester 18): 29

Master in Economics and Finance - Internships by activity

- Banking sector
- Service-sector companies (accounting, fund, insurance, etc)
- Public administration and company in Luxembourg and abroad
About the Master: The Master in Entrepreneurship and Innovation, organised in partnership with the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce, provides students with the knowledge and skills required to generate ideas and entrepreneurial solutions. With entrepreneurship and innovation activities increasingly important for societies and economies worldwide, the programme balances theory and practical know-how, drawing on concepts and knowledge from different disciplines and integrating them into daily business practice.

About the internship: Students complete two internships during their studies, in their second and final semesters. Students are encouraged to complete their first placement with a local start-up to experience entrepreneurship first-hand. The second internship is completed in the final semester. Students can use this internship as the basis for their Master thesis.

Duration of the internship: Minimum of eight weeks, usually starting in April, for semester 2. Minimum of 12 weeks, usually starting in March, for semester 4.

Number of internships allocated (spring semester 18 for first and second-year students): **34**

![Pie chart showing Internships by activity](image)
PARTNERS

◆ Privileged partnership

◆ Chairs funded by third parties

◆ Private partnerships

◆ Institutional partnerships
INTERNSHIP PROVIDERS - LAW

Arendt & Medernach
Avocats Lorang Roberto Komninos
Banque Havilland S.A.
BRE/Europe
Cargolux Airlines Intl
CDCL S.A.
Cour Européenne des Droits de l'Homme 'CEDH"
Centre européen des consommateurs
Cour de Justice de l'Union Européenne 'CJUE"
Clearstream
Clifford Chance
CMS Luxembourg
Commission Nationale de Protection des Données 'CNPD"
CoinPlus SA
Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier 'CSSF"
Elvinger,Hoss & Prussen
Elvinger,Hoss Société anonyme
Etude Baden Loos Reinard
Etude Blanche Moutrier
Etude Christian Steinmetz
Etude Daniel Noel
Etude de Me Sabine Delhaye
Etude Felten&Associés
Etude Gaillot Leleu De Vleeschauwer 'GLD"
Etude Grozinger&Partners
Etude Kleyr &Grasso
Etude Luc Majerus
Etude Max Mailliet
Etude Moyse Bleser
Etude Notariale Beck
Etude Robert Mines
Etude Tabery&Wauthier, Richard Sturm

Etude Turk Prum
FundRock Management Company S.A.
Generali Investments Luxembourg
Goodyear Dunlop
Groupe parlementaire "déli Greng"
IEE International Electronics 6 Engineering
isspace
Juridex
Karp&Choucroun Etude d'avocats
Kaufhold&Reveillaud
La Luxembourgeoise Vie
M7 Group S.A.
Ministère de l'Economie
Ministère des Affaires Etrangères et européennes
Molitor Avocats à la Cour
MS Gestion Luxembourg S.A.
NautaDutilh Avocats Luxembourg S.à r.l
Oaktree Luxembourg Coop
Ombuds
Parquet du Tribunal d'Arrondissement de Luxembourg
Parquet du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg
Parquet général du Luxembourg
Post Luxembourg
Research Unit in Law
RTL Group
Saxo Payments AS
SES Belgium
SPF Justice
Telindus S.A.
Tribunal de l'UE
Urbalex Abogados Solicitors
VO consulting
Wildgen Luxembourg Law Firm
INTERNSHIP PROVIDERS - ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, AUDIT & FINANCE

11FLuxembourg SàRL
ABN AMRO
Administration de l’Enregistrement et des Domaines
Administration des Douanes et Accises
Alter domus
Arche Family Office
Atoz Tax Advisers Luxembourg
Autopolis S.A.
AVENCOR
Axa Assurances Luxembourg
Azurite German Minority Holdco S.à r.l
Bâloise Assurances
Baloise Vie Luxembourg
Banque Centrale du Luxembourg
Banque de Luxembourg
Banque Degroof
Banque et Caisse d’Epargne de l’Etat ‘BCEE’
Banque Internationale à Luxembourg ‘BIL’
Banque Raiffeisen
BDO
BDO China
BG Fund Management Luxembourg
BGL BNP Paribas
Bilua E-Commerce
Caceis Bank
Cactus S.A.
Catella Bank S.A.
Centre Hospitalier du Nord
CFL Multimodal
China Merchants Bank
Clerc SA
Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier ‘CSSF’
Creos Luxembourg
d’Coque
deloitte Luxembourg
Eastman Chemical Finance EUR Sàrl
Editus Luxembourg S.A.
EFA Luxembourg
EGF Bank Luxembourg
Encevo S.A.
Eng Consulting Group
Enovos SA
EOLIS
Eurofoil
EWA Fiduciaire
EY Luxembourg
Félix Giorgetti
Ferrero International S.A.
Fiducia SA
Fiduciaire des Pme

Fondation APEMH
Foncakion APEMH
Foyer assurance
Goodyear SA
Grant Thorton Weber&Bontemps
Groupe Encevo; Enovos
GSL fiduciaire
GT Fiduciaires
Hesper S.A.
HRS
IECK
INFPIC
ING Luxembourg
Interaudit
Investbank JSC
Ireco Trading&Production
John Deere
KERGER Bureautique
KeyDrive SA Holding
KPMG Luxembourg, Société coopérative
La Luxembourgoise S.A.
LaLux
LaLux Vie
Le comptoir de la Santé
LeasePlan Luxembourg
Lion Rouge Sàrl
Lumia assurances sàrl
Mangopay S.A.
Manpower
Mealgoo
MEC Asbl
Mizuho Trust and Banking
OCDE Paris
Ocsial Europe Sàrl
Opta Filao
Post Luxembourg
Protecmedia
PwC Luxembourg
RH Expert
Securex
Servior S.A.
Shaftesbury Asset Management
Six payment Services Europe S.A.
Swiss Life
TELLURIDE Search & Recruitment Sarl
TMF Luxembourg SA
Trust Consult Luxembourg S.A.
UBS Europe SE
UBS Luxembourg
Ujet SA
Vistim SA
INTERNSHIP PROVIDERS - ENTREPRENEURSHIP

BGL BNP Paribas
Bondweaver Ltd
CarVROOM
Credit Suisse Fund Services (Luxembourg) SA
EHLsmile Association – The Bodhgaya Hotel School
F4A S.à r.l-S
Independent Reserve Pty Ltd
IQ Solutions
LuxAI SA
Motion-S Sàrl
Orange communications Luxembourg S.A.
Post Luxembourg
PwC Luxembourg
Reporter Media Sàrl
Utopian Future Technologies S.A.
Verizon IT company
Vodafone Procurement Company

FIGURES TO KEEP IN MIND

Total number of FDEF students placed in an internship 307
Bachelor 156
Master 151

Thanks to our partners, 307 internships were offered to our students over the academic year 2017-2018.
ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG

The University of Luxembourg, founded in 2003, is a multilingual, international research university. It is a modern institution with a personal atmosphere, close to European institutions, innovative companies and the Luxembourg financial centre. With nearly 6,200 students and about 1,600 employees from all over the globe, the University offers a unique mix of international excellence and national relevance, delivering knowledge for society and businesses. The priorities for research are computational sciences and ICT, systems biomedicine, law and European law, international finance and educational sciences.
If you are interested in offering internships to our students, please contact our Internship Specialist:

Nadège Meyer-Hamy

Campus Limpertsberg
162a, Avenue de la Faïencerie
L-1511 Luxembourg

T: (+352) 466644-6226
E: nadege.meyer-hamy@uni.lu

The Faculty is on:

www.facebook.com/uni.FDEF.lu
https://twitter.com/uni_lu_FDEF
The Faculty is on: